21-Jan-2015
Welcome to Planet e, a Journey of Innovation at electronica
China 2015

Save the date
electronica China | International Trade Fair for
Electronic Components, Systems, Applications
and Solutions
Date: Mar 18 - 20, 2020

The leading event for the electronics industry in Asia, electronica China
2015, will open on March 17 - 19, 2015 in halls E3 - E5, at the Shanghai
New International Expo Centre along with productronica China 2015.
Both tradeshows together will cover 57,500 square meters of exhibition
space, on which over 900 exhibitors and 56,000 visitors will meet and
discuss the latest products and technologies in the electronics industry.

electronica China is becoming its own planet
Semi-conductors, sensors, connectors and power supply - these are the
core of Planet e and they make up its landscapes, cities and streets.
The innovative Planet e concept will help people to better understand
the driving force behind the development of the world. On Planet e,
visitors and exhibitors come together and find out about the important
developments in the electronics industry in Asia.

Leading electronics manufacturers and innovative applications
At the “Semiconductor Segment” of electronica China 2015, leading
exhibitors including Bosch, Fairchild, Freescale, ST and Toshiba will
again display their latest developments for the Chinese market. Infineon
and International Rectifier will also exhibit together for the first time
after their merger. They are going to introduce their new corporate
image, more products and inform on the important progress they have
made. First-time exhibitors such as ADI, AMS, Spansion, will showcase
embedded controlling applications, mixed-signal chips with concentrated
analog technology, active and passive RF components and intelligent
sensors that provide innovative solutions to the Internet of Things and
wearable devices.

The “Passive Components Segment” will, in addition to leading exhibitors
like Murata, Omron, Panasonic and TDK, expand again to include Yageo,
one of the largest global suppliers of chip resistors and multiplayer
ceramic chip capacitors. They are going to form the most important
platform for the display of passive parts and provide the most costeffective and reliable power conversion solutions to a wide range of
industries including telecommunications, computation, medical treatment,
military and industrial manufacturing.
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The “Switch and Interconnection Technology Segment”, the biggest of
its kind in Asia, will certainly be a highlight of the trade show. The area
covers 12,000 square meters. Apart from long lasting exhibitors such as
Molex, Kostal and TE Connectivity, Anphenol, a connector giant from
the US, will also join the area this year and offer customers professional
power and data transmission solutions, exceptional logistics and service
in nearly every industrial field.

Exciting onsite events for a rigorous understanding of trends
Along with electronica China 2015, a host of quality international
innovation forums will be held to address important topics including
automobile, power electronics, medical electronics, embedded system
and connectors. The forums are going to provide a platform for the
discussion of technology innovations between suppliers and customers.

Also, the first Electronic Manufacturing Technology Application
Contest will be held concurrently. The contest will involve front-line
processing technicians and researchers to compete on electronic
manufacturing skills, engineering and tooling skills and the application
of new equipment, materials and software. They will try to increase the
efficiency and productivity of the equipment and production lines, improve
product quality and stability so as to exhibit the technological progresses
made by manufacturers and the value of inventions made by suppliers.

For more information, please visit: www.electronica-china.com
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